CHEMICAL BONDING:
WHY IS WATER DIFFERENT?

The Evidence

Jerry Bell, ACS (retired)
Bonnie Bloom, Hilliard Davidson HS, OH
For almost all familiar substances, the solid form is more dense than the liquid, as shown here for an alcohol. Water is an exception. Solid water, ice, is less dense than the liquid and floats. Why?
Why are H₂O, HF, NH₃ (and maybe HCl) so far out of line compared to the trends of the other molecules?

A. dispersion force (London force) attractions
B. dipole-dipole attractions
C. polarity
D. hydrogen bonding
Why are H_2O, HF, NH_3 (and maybe HCl) so far out of line compared to the trends of the other molecules?

A. dispersion force (London force) attractions
B. dipole-dipole attractions
C. polarity
D. hydrogen bonding

We also need to explore why the boiling points of H_2O, HF, and NH_3 go in the order shown.
What Is Hydrogen Bonding?
Recall what you know about the hydrogen bonding between two water molecules represented here by Lewis structures. Which of these structures is closest to your mental picture of the hydrogen bonding between two water molecules?
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Recall what you know about the hydrogen bonding between two water molecules represented here by Lewis structures. Which of these structures is closest to your mental picture of the hydrogen bonding between two water molecules?

The strongest hydrogen bonds are formed when the hydrogen atomic core lies essentially on a straight line between the atomic core to which it is covalently bonded and the nonbonding electron pair on the other atomic core to which it is attracted.
Recall what you know about the hydrogen bonding between two water molecules represented here by Lewis structures. Which of these structures is closest to your mental picture of the hydrogen bonding between two water molecules?

The strongest hydrogen bonds are formed when the hydrogen atomic core lies essentially on a straight line between the atomic core to which it is covalently bonded and the nonbonding electron pair on the other atomic core to which it is attracted.

Three-dimensional models help to better visualize hydrogen bonds.
In the previous web seminar we introduced a balloon model of a water molecule to represent the electron waves in the molecule.
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In the previous web seminar we introduced a balloon model of a water molecule to represent the electron waves in the molecule and here we introduce ball-and-stick models to help visualize hydrogen bonding.

Requirements for hydrogen bonds of interest to us in this seminar:
• an H atom bonded to an electronegative atom, usually N, O, or F
• a non-bonding electron pair on another electronegative atom, usually N, O, or F
Questions?
Hydrogen Bonding Among Many Molecules
How many hydrogen bonds can a single water molecule form with other water molecules?
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How many hydrogen bonds can a single ammonia, NH₃, molecule form with other ammonia molecules?
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How many hydrogen bonds can a single ammonia, NH₃, molecule form with other ammonia molecules?
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Both water and ammonia (as well as hydrogen fluoride) molecules can form hydrogen bonds with their neighbors. Energy is required to break these bonds, which explains why more energy (hence a higher temperature) is required for the liquid to gas phase change in these substances compared to what it would have been without hydrogen bonding.
Both water and ammonia (as well as hydrogen fluoride) molecules can form hydrogen bonds with their neighbors. Energy is required to break these bonds, which explains why more energy (hence a higher temperature) is required for the liquid to gas phase change in these substances compared to what it would have been without hydrogen bonding.

Since all three molecules can form four hydrogen bonds with their neighbors, the ability to form them does not explain the large differences in their boiling points, nor why ice floats on liquid water. We need to explore further.
Questions?
Even More Molecules
Consider a ring of six, H-bonded water molecules. How many Hs are available for further H bonding?
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Consider a ring of six, H-bonded water molecules. How many Hs are available for further H bonding?
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How many non-bonding electron pairs are available for further H bonding?
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There are an equal number of Hs and non-bonding electron pairs available for further H bonding. This is a consequence of the fact that each molecule has two of each available for H bonding. Let’s see where this might lead.
Start with this 6-membered ring
Start with this 6-membered ring and bring up a second in the appropriate orientation
Start with this 6-membered ring and bring up a second in the appropriate orientation to give this extended system.
Changing our point of view, we look at the structure from the top.
Changing our point of view, we look at the structure from the top. The H bonding can be extended in three dimensions in ice crystals.
Changing our point of view, we look at the structure from the top. The H bonding can be extended in three dimensions in ice crystals, which is responsible for the shape of snowflakes.
Adding energy to the solid will cause it to melt. Let’s examine this phase change with this computer model.
Which phase has the larger amount of empty space?

A. solid

B. liquid
Which phase has the larger amount of empty space?

A. solid

B. liquid

This is why ice floats on liquid water.
Questions?
Questions?
H-Bonding Differences
Consider a ring of six, H-bonded ammonia molecules. How many non-bonding electron pairs are available for further H bonding?
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This contrasts with the case for water molecules where we have seen that an extensive network of H-bonded molecules is possible and leads to observable properties of ice and water.
Consider a ring of six, H-bonded ammonia molecules. How many non-bonding electron pairs are available for further H bonding?
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B. 3
C. 6

This contrasts with the case for water molecules where we have seen that an extensive network of H-bonded molecules is possible and leads to observable properties of ice and water.

Let’s examine this contrast in a different way.
Consider a sample containing $N$ water molecules, where $N$ is a very large number.

How many Hs are available for H bonding?
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B. $2N$
C. $3N$
D. $4N$
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What is maximum number of H bonds that can be formed?
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An H bond requires an H and a non-bonding electron pair. There are $2N$ of each.
Consider the same analysis for a sample containing $N$ ammonia molecules.

How many Hs are available for H bonding?
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How many non-bonding electron pairs are available for H bonding?
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An H bond requires an H and a non-bonding electron pair. There are only $N$ non-bonding electron pairs available, so the maximum number of H bonds is limited to $N$. 
Consider the same analysis for a sample containing $N$ ammonia molecules.

How many Hs are available for H bonding?

$3N$

How many non-bonding electron pairs are available for H bonding?

$N$

What is maximum number of H bonds that can be formed?
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An H bond requires an H and a non-bonding electron pair. There are only $N$ non-bonding electron pairs available, so the maximum number of H bonds is limited to $N$.

This same sort of analysis applies to a sample of hydrogen fluoride molecules in which the maximum number of H bonds, $N$, is limited by the number of Hs available.
Since a sample of H$_2$O has the potential to form twice as many H bonds as a similar sample of NH$_3$ or HF, we can understand why it takes so much more energy (a higher temperature) for the liquid to gas phase change in water.
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Our analysis suggests that the H-bonding capacity of samples of NH$_3$ and HF might be roughly the same. Since F has a higher electronegativity than N, the H bonds in HF are stronger and its boiling point higher than NH$_3$. 
Since a sample of H₂O has the potential to form twice as many H bonds as a similar sample of NH₃ or HF, we can understand why it takes so much more energy (a higher temperature) for the liquid to gas phase change in water.

Our analysis suggests that the H-bonding capacity of samples of NH₃ and HF might be roughly the same. Since F has a higher electronegativity than N, the H bonds in HF are stronger and its boiling point higher than NH₃.

H bonding, coupled with the structure of the water molecule, have provided the answers to the questions posed at the start of this web seminar. Have you further questions?
Questions?
Thank you to the sponsor of tonight's Web Seminar:

This web seminar contains information about programs, products, and services offered by third parties, as well as links to third-party websites. The presence of a listing or such information does not constitute an endorsement by NSTA of a particular company or organization, or its programs, products, or services.
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